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We develop spectral theorems for a certain class of (non-) selfadjoint differential 
operators via eigenfunction expansions. To this end at first the equations of linear 
thermoelasticity are dealt with in the whole space for an isotropic, homogeneous 
medium. By means of Fourier transformation we obtain an eigenfunction expansion 
for the non-selfadjoint operator acting on the space-variables yielding also a 
representation of the solution of the time-dependent problem which allows a 
description of the asymptotic behaviour (time t + co). Then the results are 
generalized for a class of operators satisfying certain conditions on their spectra. 
c: 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
We shall first discuss the equations of linear thermoelasticity in G = KY, 
n = 1, 2, 3, for an isotropic, homogeneous medium. The problem will 
present itself as an equation of the type 
$qf,x)+AY(r,x)=F(t,x), w, x) = P(x), 
where A is a differential operator w.r.t. x, x E G, t E rW$, F, V” data. By 
means of Fourier transformation we shall obtain, via a generalization of 
Stone’s formula for selfadjoint operators and generalized eigenfunctions, a 
spectral theorem for the non-selfadjoint operator A consisting of an eigen- 
function expansion. This will also yield a representation of the time-depen- 
dent solution V allowing a description of the asymptotic behaviour (t -+ cc ) 
which is similar to one obtained in the case of a bounded domain G in [S]. 
The eigenfunction expansion is obtained as in [4] but we have to make 
some modifications which are due to the fact that A is not self-adjoint, 
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which itself is based on the coupling of the hyperbolic equations of motion 
with the parabolic heat equation defining the equations of thermoelasticity 
(see [2,9]) and not on special boundary conditions (as there are none). 
This requires modified domains of some operators. Further the curves 
describing the spectrum do not all have a constant normal thus requiring 
additional approximation arguments. We generalize the spectral decom- 
position for (non-) selfadjoint differential operators which satisfy com- 
patibility conditions w.r.t. their spectra. To get an idea why the method 
works and how it can be applied, it is convenient to present first the results 
about the operator appearing in thermoelasticity, therefore listing these, 
only sketching proofs and for details referring the reader to [S]. 
1. THE EQUATIONS OF LINEAR THERMOELASTICITY AND THE SPECTRUM OF d 
L’; will denote an abbreviation for Li (IFP), n = 1,2, 3, the Hilbert space 
of measurable and square-integrable functions from R” to UZk with scalar 
product ( , . ) and norm 11 . 11, k E N arbitrary. Similarly we write C,” (resp. 
C”, (Czk)) for the spaces of j-times (resp. infinitely often) differentiable 
functions (with compact support) and analogously Hk for the usual 
Sobolev spaces (cf. [ 11). 
The equations of linear thermoelasticity are written in the form 
P(t)+AV(t)=F(‘(t), V(O)= P 
( > 
=g . (1.1) 
Here A: D(A) c Z + X is the following linear operator with domain D(A) 
in the Hilbert space A?, 2 = L;1, m = 3,6, 10, if n = 1, 2,3, provided with 
the scalar product ( W, , W,):= ( W,, Q -’ W,), where 
S a positive definite constant 1 x 1 matrix, I = 1, 3, 6, if n = 1, 2, 3, containing 
the elastic moduli: 
S=a>O, in [WI, 
a,beR,a>0,2a+b>O inR2, 
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a,bER,a>0,2a+b>O in R3. 
I the identity on R”. 
Introducing the differential symbol D with 
D=d ina’ 
dx ) 
a.=.?- in [w2 
J axJ 7 
D= in R ,3 
and the following subspace of H: $3’ := { WE Li ID’WE Li} we have 
D(A)= { VES’FIVEG&X H;x H;}, 
i 
0 -D 0 
V-+AV= Q -D’ 0 yV V, 
0 yv’ -A i 
3 QMV 
denoting the transposed matrix, V the gradient, A the Laplace-operator 
and y E R\(O) the coupling coefficient. The mostly used system of 
equations of order two w.r.t. time derivatives for the unknown functions 
(U, (3) describing the displacement and the temperature difference 
leads to system (1.1) by the transformation V(t) := (SDU(t), l?(t), 0(t)) (cf. 
CZ 6, 81). 
A is the generator of a contraction semigroup { H(t)},ao and the unique 
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solution of (1.1) in the class C,(lR,t,&‘)nC,(R,+,D(A)) for V’ED(A) 
and FE C1 (R,+, &?) is given by 
I’(t)=H(t) vO+[‘H(rs)F(s)ds (see [5,81). (1.2) 
0 
To evaluate the spectrum of A we calculate the determinant of a(p) - 5, 
A(p) denoting the symbol of A, p E IL!“, 5 E @. We have: 
In R’.det(~(p)--t)= -~3+~2~p~2-~(a+y2)lp12+alp14=:d(5,p,a) 
(as a definition for arbitrary r E C, p E R”, a E R). 
In R*. det(a(p)- r)= -@(t,p, 2a+b)(5*+alp12). 
In R3.det(a(p)-<)= -t3A(5,p, 2~+b)(5~+ulp1~)~. 
Therefore we obtain like in [7] for the spectrum a(A) =:A: 
In R’. A=A’:={~E~~~~ER~:A(~,~,u)=O}=C~(A) (purely con- 
tinuous spectrum). 
In R2. A=/12uA3 where /1*:={~~@~3p~R*: d(5,p,2u+b)=O}, 
A3 := CR; Pa(A) = (0) (point spectrum), h(A) = /zr 
(residual spectrum). 
In R3. A=A2uA3, PO(A)= {0}, &r(A)=@. 
By [6, 71 A ’ (resp. A*) consists of the positive real axis and two parts 
which are symmetric to this axis and for which the real part of their 
elements varies in the interval [0, y2/2). We give a typical example for the 
case 
g-c 1 (in R’) 
( 
Y2 
resp. 2u + h 
< 1 
> 
(in lR2, R3) (1.3) 
in Fig. 1. 
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Inequality (1.3) seems to be physically justified as the following examples 
from [3] show: 
2 
&= 3.56. lop2 (aluminium), 1.68. 10P2 (copper), 
2.97. 10e4 (iron), 7.33. lop2 (lead). 
Thus, if necessary, we add condition (1.3). 
2. A GENERALIZATION OF STONE'S FORMULA 
Let ri(p) denote the eigenvalues of a(p) which are different from each 
other for fixed p#O (cf. [8]), tj(p), j= 1,2, 3, are the zeros of d(&p, a) 
(rev d(5,~,2a+b)) and to(p)=& t4&)= ki& IPI. 
In case of R3 there are three linearly independent eigenfunctions for 
lo(p) as one sees by investigating the range of the symbol b’(p) of D' and 
there are two linearly independent eigenfunctions for t4(p) (resp. t5(p)); 
these are obtained (e.g., for t4(p)) by V,(p)= ((i/A 1 pi ) S&p) Z,(p), 0)‘, 
k = 1,2 where Z,(p), Z,(p) are linearly independent solutions of 
L Z(p) = 0 
IPI 
( x : vector product). 
Therefore we have projections P,(p) with 
2 Pj(p)=Z (m=1,5,5ifn=1,2,3),J(p)P,(p)=P,(p)A(p) 
J=l 
= <j(P) ‘J(P)3 P,(p) P,(p) = bikPJ(p) (Kronecker symbol) 
and 
4#5,(P)4&+5)-'= f  l 
j= 1 (5,(P) -  0 p f (p) .  
Here we stress the fact that the P,(p) are not orthogonal projections. 
LetyjEC2(Ro+,@),j=1 ,..., m, be parametrizations of the parts f, of the 
spectrum (see Fig. 2), 
IJj,(t)l +05 
i+-(t) 
nj(t) :=A 
I Pjtt)l 
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r3,K 
FIGURE 2 
the normal vector (not constant). The curves f-,2 may be defined, for K > 0, 
by 
J’&(r) :=J’j(f) I!I Knj(t) (2.1) 
(I’,> with opposite sense of description). T(N, K) denotes for N> 0 the sum 
of those parts of the ri;‘K which are contained in B(0, IV) c C and for which 
f ;K and r,tK (resp. r,, and r3tK, r& and r,-,. r,, and r&J are con- 
tinuously joined in the neighbourhood of the origin (see Fig. 2 for R’). 
For VEX, let R(N, K) v:=/ (A -i”)- ’ V&. (2.2) 
/-(Iv, nt 
With these notations it is easy to show 
THEOREM 2.1. lim,, co limK+O,K,O R(N, K) V=2rci V (strong limit), if 
the Fourier transform of Y has compact support. 
3. GENERALIZED EIGENFUNCTIONS AND PARSEVAL'S EQUATION 
For r$o(A) and G,(x,y, 5) := G,(x-y, <), where G,(x, 5) is the fun- 
damental solution for A - 5 with Fourier representation GO(p, c) = 
(l/@)(A(p) - l)-‘, we define 
$(‘k P, 5) := FG,(. , x, (~))(p)=(1/&“)e-ip”(~‘*‘(p)-~)-‘.(2.3) 
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(F: Fourier transformation). The corresponding integral transformations 
we get by 
W”‘k3 V(P) := I,. $“‘b, P, 0 V(x) dx = (A^‘*‘(P) - Or’ f’(p), 
(J?(P) = W)(P)). 
(2.4) 
Generalized eigenfunctions are obtained by 
$i”(x, p) := lim 
5-‘5,(p)’ 
(5 - (tj(P))) $“‘tx3 Pt 5) 
= -(l/J%“) epiP”P;*)(P) 
(2.5) 
which is stated in the following lemma , where A’*’ should be read as a 
formal differential symbol. 
LEMMA 3.1. A(*)$;‘)( . , p) = 0) $j’)( . , p). 
If $1” denotes the corresponding integral transformation at first defined 
for VE 2, we have 
(@“V)(P) = -p!*‘(p) P(p). I I 
As the range should be a subset of&G we have to take into account the fact 
that the P,(p) are neither orthogonal projections nor uniformly bounded 
projections w.r.t. p. If PF (p) denote the components of the matrix P,(p) we 
have 
where m, =O, m2 = 1 in [w’ and m, = 1, m2 =4 in R2, R3. P,( ’ ) is a con- 
tinuous function of I pi in W\ (0). This is an easy consequence of results on 
the behaviour of the l,(p) obtained in [7]. 
Let CO(R”\{O}) := {WE C,(R”)lsupp WC R”\(O)}. 
Y := ( VEXI PE ~o(R”\(o})>. (2.7) 
Then $j’): Y c X + S are densely defined mappings with range in 
&,(W\{O}) and Y is dense in the domain of A w.r.t. the graph-norm, 
expressed in 
LEMMA 3.2. F”“‘A=D(A) (ll~IlA:=((.,.)+(A.,A.))“2). 
Now we are ready to prove a sort of “Parseval equation.” 
THEOREM 3.3. Let V, WE Y: 
(i) in R’: (V, W)=zj=, (t+bjV,$;W), 
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(ii) in UP, R3: (V, W)=(ZZ,V, W)+Cj=, (+,V,t+bJW), 
where 17, denotes the orthogonal projection into the null space of A. 
For the proof we have to modify a similar one in [4] by an 
approximation argument concerning the normal vector at the curves. To 
prove (i) we have to show 
lim lim (R(N, K) V, W) = 2ni t ( $j V, +I W). 
N-tm K-O K>O j= I 
(NN, K) v, W> 
3 
= 
= (s 
((A-W% W>&+j ((A -5).-‘f’, W> & 
/ I r,+ (N.K) r,- (N,K) > 
(where rj* (N, K) := f,;‘K n T(N, K)). Without loss of generality, we assume 
that there exists a F, = N,(N) such that f,* (N, K) is parametrized by 
[K,Nj]St+Y$(t) and lim,,, N,(N)=O. 
By constructton we have jj5 (t) = j, (t)( 1 ) Kz, (t)) with 
1 
z,(t) =y 
I .Cj’i(t)l 
W.Fj.Pji(t)) (Im: imaginary part). 
Therefore we get 
s ((A-W’K w)d5+[ ((A-5)-‘K W> 4 r,+ (~3) r;- (N,K) 
= I ~~~.~(t)((A-~~(t))~‘(A-v,,(t))-‘i K Wdt 
+ R,+ (N, K) + R,- (N, K), (3.1) 
where 
R,’ (N, K) := .r, i:’ KZi(t)Q-‘(A^(p)--y,~(t))-‘B(p)~dtdl, 
SC 
NI =: Zj(t, PI dt dP. 
K! K 
For p E R let t,(p) be uniquely defined by y,(t,(p)) = r,(p) and let 
Mj:= {pE[W(tj(p)$ [0, N,]). Then 
lim 
s I 
4 
“,,,” MI K 
Z,(t,p)dtdp=O 
409,‘120;2-I4 
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and for all E > 0, 
i,,, 
I 
jK’ Z,@,P) dt dp= j,,, j,‘;;)“: z,(t, P) dt dp+ o,(l). 
I I 
The boundedness of the integral yields lim, _ ,,K, 0 R,’ (N, K) = 0. 
Thus using the resolvent formula we obtain for the left-hand side of 
(3.11, 
2K j 1’ nj(f).+,(f)($(Y,t,(t)) V(P) 
a% K 
= 
Is “Ih(t,p)Z(t,p)dtdp+o,(l), R 0 
(3.2) 
where 
h(t, p) := 
2K nj(t) .i,(r) 
(v,:(+S,(P))(Y/y$)-tj(P))’ 
Z(GP) :=(y,:,(O-tj(~))(tib,:,(~)) WPW’(v,;(+;,(p,, 
x W’(Y,~W) W(P). 
A Taylor approximation of the form 
Y,(t)=Yj(tj(P))+(f-t,(P))lji(tj(P))+oe(l)~ 
ljj(t)=ljj(tj(P)) + O,(l), nj(t)=nj(tj(P))+oc(l) 
in an c-ball around t,(p) yields for E = o(lc5) 
244 lj,(l,(P))l) 
h(f~p)=(f-r,(p))*+(K/~jj(zj(p))l)2 +O,(l) 
and thus 
= 2ni 
s ~~(~~,V)(p)Q~‘(~~W)(p)dp, 
whereQ;:= {PE(WlO~y,-'(5,(p))~~,}. 
Q.E.D. 
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To prove (ii) we have to deal with a singularity in 0 and to replace the 
left-hand side of (3.1) by 
((A-W’K W4 
r,- (N&6) 
+I ((A-W’K W&+o,(l) ICI =a 
for a fixed but arbitrarily small 6 > 0 and 
r,* (lv, Ic, 6) := r,’ (N, K) n (@\B(O, S)), 
thus leading to 
lim lim (R(N,rc) V, W)=2ni ‘f s (t,biV)(p)Qeml(t,bJW)(p)dp 
N-r2 K-0 
K>O 1 = I %a 
+ 2ni( Po( . ) V, I@), 
where 
Q,,6 := {PE wfi <Y,-v4j(PN < (x4 (n = 2, 3). 
Defining ZZ, by ZZ, V := F*(P,( . ) fi(. )) yields (6 -+ 0) assertion (ii). 
Q.E.D. 
4. THE SPECTRAL THEOREM, THE SOLUTION OF THE TIME-DEPENDENT 
PROBLEM AND THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR 
The adjoint operator to $I is given for WE C?,( R’\ (0 )) by 
($;*wx)= -F*uy’ 1 WC. )Nx). (4.1) 
With ZZ, := $;*$j we have by Theorem 3.3, 
j=l 
resp. Zy = i ZZ, 
> 
(Zy: identity on Y), (4.2) 
j=O 
ZZj, ZZT are projections, i.e., linear and idempotent, 
ZZj= F*Pj( .) F,,, IT,?=F*P:(.) F,, 
The properties of the eigenfunctions described in Lemma 3.1 carry over to 
those of the corresponding integral transform. 
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LEMMA~.~. (i) ~~Ys$,(AV)={,(.)$~V, 
(ii) WE &(W\(O}) *A($:* W) = $J*(ci(. ) W( )). 
Together with Parseval’s equation, Theorem 3.3, this yields the spectral 
theorem for A: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let V E Y. Then 
AI'= f $;*tjC. I$, K m = 3 (resp. 5 ). 
j= I 
As an application, this expansion into eigenfunctions leads to the conjec- 
ture that the solution V= V(t) of the time-dependent problem 
p(t)+AV(t)=O, V(O)= J’o, which is given by V(t)=H(t) V”, allows a 
representation 
(resp. V(t)=LC,VO+ C $I* eC~~c’)‘$jVO, in IF!‘, iw’). (4.3 1 
I= 1 
THEOREM 4.3. For p E Y the formulae (4.2) and (4.3) are valid. 
Proof: For Vo E Y the right-hand side of (4.2), denoted by A(t) k@, has 
the property 
&.I v”~cl([Wo+,~)nc,([W,+,D(A)), A(0) P= P (4.4) 
and 
g&t) V++Afi(t) I”)=0 
whence II&t) PII * < II PII * (II II * : norm induced by ( ., )) by reason of 
(d/dt)ljA(t) v”l/: = -Re(Ag(t) V, R(t) V’) ~0. Thus I?(t) can be regar- 
ded as a bounded operator and Lemma 3.2 yields: (4.4) is valid for all 
LED. The uniqueness of a solution implies (4.2). Equation (4.3) is 
obtained analogously, the role played by I7, V’ being obvious. Q.E.D. 
To describe the asymptotic behaviour we first note the following lemma 
which is easily obtained using 
‘b(P) w= 44(P) W-Q(P) W= 5,(P) W. 
LEMMA4.4. (i) VV, WE Y: (IZ0V,ZI,W)=(17,V,17,?W)=0 (j= 
l,..., 51, 
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(ii) P,(p) 1 P5(p), P,*(P) 1 P?(p) (PE~“,n=2,3), 
(iii) VU, VE Y; W, ZEe,(R’\{O}): (IjqU, ijsU)= (*4* W, *s*Z) 
= 0 (n = 2, 3), 
(iv) VV, WEY (n,v,n,W)=(n,*v,n:W)=O. 
In Ri we get 
THEOREM~.~. Vp~J?:lim,,, IIH(t) pli,=O. 
Proof (p~R’l3j~ (1,2,3}: t,(p)=O}= (0) and Lebesgue’s theorem 
on dominated convergence yield the assertion first for I”‘E Y. The proof is 
completed by a density argument. Q.E.D. 
In R2, lR3 We obtain using Lemma 4.4, 
THEOREM 4.6. For V”E Y, V(t)= H(t) P’o, we have 
(i) Vt>O: IIZZ,VO + II=4 tj;*eC51(‘)‘$iV0j12* = IIZ7,~112* + 
II~PII: + IIn Pll2, 
(ii) lim, _ ‘o ~I~(t)-(n,v”+C~=,1(/;*e-5~(~)‘~iVO)II,=0, 
(iii) lim,, 3. ~~Jqt)~~*=o~vj=oo,4,5:P,(~) P(.)=O. 
We finish with the remark that Theorem 4.5 has an equivalent in the case 
of a bounded domain G instead of G = R” also admitting inhomogeneous, 
anisotropic media. The purely imaginary eigenvalues l4 5(p) of the symbol 
A(p) appearing here change to purely imaginary eigenvalues of the 
operator A itself, the corresponding eigenfunctions yield an expansion in a 
subspace where I( V(t)ll, is constant for all t 20, see [S]. 
5. GENERALIZATION 
After having seen the method leading to Stone’s formula, Parseval’s 
equation (resp. the spectral theorem) for the operator in thermoelasticity 
we shall formulate the assumptions that lead to the same results for a class 
of differential operators. 
Assumptions 
(1) A:D(A)cLi(R”)-+L$(R”) with D(A)={VEL$(R”)IAVE 
L$(lR”)} (weak definition) is a closed differential operator in the Hilbert 
space Lt(R”) which is weighted by Q ~ ‘, Q a positive definite constant 
matrix, A given (-formally-) by A = QM where M is a matrix consisting of 
elements m,(V) where the mu are polynomials with mv(0) = 0. 
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(2) If a(p) denotes the symbol of A and d(<, p) :=det(a(p)- 0, 
CE@, let /i :=0(A)= {T~a=13p~[W”:d(r,p)=O}. There is mEN such that 
for all p #O t,(p),..., r,(p) are the distinct zeros of d(<, p) and t,(p) = 0 
appears only if N(A) # (0). 
(3) The eigenfunctions belonging to t,(p),..., t,,,(p) span Ck. 
(4) n = UT=, c, where rj is parametrized by 
YJ E cl ( Co, Ej13 c)3 E, E [0, co 1, j, piecewise differentiable, 
19j,‘i(t)l #O for all t E [0, E,] (r,= {<,(p)lp E KY}). 
(5) Pa(A) u Po(A*) c (0). 
(6) For 6 > 0 let B” := B(0, 1/6)\B(O, 6) Vk #j, Vd>O, 
3&o > 0; dist (r, n B’, r, n B’) 2 E,, (dist: distance). 
Under these assumptions we obtain-by carrying over the definitions 
(2.1), (2.2)-the analog to Theorem 2.1 (Stone’s formula) by the 
definitions (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), we get generalized eigenfunctions (Lemma 3.1) 
by (2.6), (2.7) we obtain Parseoars equation (Theorem 3.3) with the only 
difference that ZZO may be nonorthogonal-as we did not postulate N(A) = 
N(A*)-but a projection with domain D(fl,) = ( VE Lc(R”)JP,(. ) P(. ) E 
L$(lQ”)} and range R(L7,) = N(A). The spectral theorem (Theorem 4.2) 
holds analogously. As the proofs of these assertions are obvious we would 
like to end up with remarks concerning the assumptions. 
Assumption (3) is essential for non-selfadjoint operators; principal vec- 
tors are not allowed. 
Assumption (4) may be weakened by allowing that two distinct t,(p), 
tk(p) lie on the same curve. 
Assumption (6) may be weakened by permitting intersections, the 
parallel curves $5 have to be chosen appropriately then in an obvious 
manner not intersecting the spectrum. 
Assumption (5) may be weakened by assuming: 
Pa(A) u Pa(A *) is contained in a discrete set with possible accumulation 
point co. Then Parseval’s equation will contain terms of the type 
( 17Z V, W) where I7, = F*P,( . ) F and P, ( . ) is the projection into 
N(A( )-a), a E Pa(A). Of course this changes the assumption m,.,(O) = 0 
and we have to take Y := nirtpoCa) Y, where 
and 
Y, := { VE L;(R”)lsupp PC W\M,} 
M, := {p E Rn13j: cj(p) = a>. 
In this way we may even allow isolated eigenvalues. 
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